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The immediate extinction deficit occurs
in a nonemotional learning paradigm
Christian J. Merz and Oliver T. Wolf
Department of Cognitive Psychology, Faculty of Psychology, Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, Ruhr University Bochum,
44780 Bochum, Germany
The immediate extinction deficit describes a higher return of fear when extinction takes place immediately after fear acquisition compared to a delayed extinction design. One explanation for this phenomenon encompasses the remaining emotional arousal evoked by fear acquisition to be still present during immediate, but not delayed extinction. In the present study,
the predictive learning task, a learning task not involving arousal or stress, was used testing the hypothesis that no immediate extinction deficit should occur in this neutral task. Twenty-six participants underwent an immediate extinction procedure and were tested in a recall session 24 h later. For the delayed extinction group (n = 26), acquisition, extinction, and
recall were realized 24 h apart from each other. Recall performance of a third group (n = 26) was tested 48 h after the immediate extinction procedure. The immediate extinction deficit was indeed observed for a stimulus not subject to a contextual change from acquisition to extinction, but not for other stimuli involving contextual changes or no extinction control
stimuli. Even in a neutral learning task and without emotional arousal, the immediate extinction deficit could be detected
but was restricted to the specific contextual embedding of stimuli. Thus, contextual processing appears to differentially
modulate the emergence of the immediate extinction deficit.
Maren 2014; Merz et al. 2014; Giustino and Maren 2015; Maren
and Holmes 2016; Giustino et al. 2017). Eventually, a higher return
of fear conditioned responses should occur after immediate extinction (compromised by preceding arousal and stress) compared to
delayed extinction (Maren 2014; Maren and Holmes 2016). Thus,
a task not evoking arousal or stress should not lead to the immediate extinction deﬁcit; a hypothesis, which was tested in this study
using a neutral, predictive learning task similar to that previously
used by Üngör and Lachnit (2006, 2008), which is not supposed
to lead to any emotional or stress responses (cf. Kinner et al. 2016).
An immediate extinction group (acquisition and immediate
extinction; 24 h later: recall) was contrasted to a delayed extinction
group (acquisition, extinction, and recall each 24 h apart from
each other). To account for the different delay between acquisition
and recall in both groups, which might also be involved in the observed effects (cf. Kim and Richardson 2009; Johnson et al. 2010), a
further immediate extinction group was included with the same
acquisition–recall delay as the delayed extinction group (i.e., acquisition and immediate extinction; 48 h later: recall). If the immediate extinction deﬁcit is caused by the arousal induced by fear
acquisition (cf. Maren 2014; Maren and Holmes 2016), no immediate extinction deﬁcit should occur in the neutral, predictive learning task used in the current study. If the immediate extinction
deﬁcit is however also present in this task without an emotional
component, a more fundamental learning mechanism underlying
this effect needs to be considered.

Contextual changes as well as elapsing time comprise powerful
tools for the investigation and closer understanding of learning
and memory processes (e.g., Rescorla 2004; Maren et al. 2013).
One prominent example for the impact of contextual changes encompasses the renewal effect (Bouton 2004), which outlines extinguished responses to reappear context-dependently: for instance,
after acquisition of conditioned responses in context A and extinction in context B, conditioned responding is typically higher in
context A compared to context B during recall (AB(AB) design;
Vervliet et al. 2013a,b). Not only spatial contexts, but also social,
cultural, cognitive, interoceptive, and temporal contexts can serve
as powerful contexts (Maren et al. 2013). In particular, elapsing
time or changes in time were also considered as (new temporal)
contexts (Bouton 2002, 2004).
Time-dependent changes of extinction processes have been
described in the immediate extinction deﬁcit: extinguished responses recover more easily and stronger when extinction immediately follows acquisition in contrast to extinction taking place after
a delay (delayed extinction; usually 24 h after acquisition; Maren
2014). This deﬁcit has been shown in particular using fear conditioning paradigms in rodents (Maren and Chang 2006; Woods
and Bouton 2008; Chang and Maren 2009, 2011; Chang et al.
2010; Kim et al. 2010; MacPherson et al. 2013; Stafford et al.
2013; Hollis et al. 2016; Giustino et al. 2017; Singh et al. 2018;
but see Myers et al. 2006) and humans (Alvarez et al. 2007;
Schiller et al. 2008; Huff et al. 2009; Merz et al. 2016; but see
Norrholm et al. 2008; Golkar and Öhman 2012). Presumably, emotional and stress responses evoked by the fear acquisition procedure (due to the accompanying application of aversive shocks)
are still present during subsequent immediate extinction, but
not during delayed extinction. This arousal state is assumed to
compromise the encoding of the extinction memory trace emerging during immediate extinction by impairing functioning of the
infralimbic part of the prefrontal cortex via high noradrenergic
and/or glucocorticoid signaling (Holmes and Wellman 2009;

Results
Blood pressure
Systolic blood pressure decreased from pre- to post-acquisition
(pre: M ± SD = 119.7 ± 15.4; post: M ± SD = 116.7 ± 14.7; main effect
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time: F(1,72) = 8.12; P = 0.006; all other Ps > 0.21), whereas no effect
was found for diastolic blood pressure (all Ps > 0.45). Systolic as well
as diastolic blood pressure did not change from pre- to postextinction (all Ps > 0.084). For recall, systolic blood pressure went
down from pre- to post-recall (pre: M ± SD = 122.5 ± 16.0; post:
M ± SD = 114.5 ± 12.9; main effect time: F(1,72) = 44.89; P < 0.001;
all other Ps > 0.27), but no effect emerged for diastolic blood pressure (all Ps > 0.16). Taken together, blood pressure data indicate
no activation of the sympathetic nervous system related to the different experimental phases of the predictive learning task.

(main effect stimulus: F(1,72) = 9.22; P = 0.003), but not in later
blocks (all Ps > 0.12; cf. Fig. 1). No further main or interaction effects
emerged, in particular no signiﬁcant group differences were observed (all other Ps > 0.056).

Recall
During recall, a contextual modulation was found for stimuli c
and d, which did not undergo a contextual change from acquisition to extinction (stimulus × context interaction: F(1,71) = 23.09;
P < 0.001; main effect context: F(1,71) = 12.29; P = 0.001; main effect
stimulus: F(1,71) = 125.11; P < 0.001): context did not matter for
stimulus d (main effect context: F(1,71) = 4.01; P = 0.049; not signiﬁcant after adjustment for two post-hoc tests), but for stimulus c, for
which higher stomach trouble predictions were given in context A
(acquisition and extinction context) compared to context B (new
context; main effect context: F(1,71) = 18.49; P < 0.001; cf. Fig. 2).
Importantly, the three experimental groups differed in their
general stomach trouble predictions for stimuli c and d, irrespective of the context (stimulus × group interaction: F(2,71) = 4.06; P =
0.021): Signiﬁcant group differences were observed for stimulus c
(main effect group: F(2,71) = 3.93; P = 0.024), but not for d− (P >
0.57). Post-hoc tests indicated that the immediate extinction (early
recall) group gave more stomach trouble predictions for stimulus c
compared to the delayed extinction group (P = 0.007), whereas the
immediate extinction (late recall) group was situated in the middle
of both groups, but did not differ signiﬁcantly from them (both
Ps > 0.08; cf. Fig. 2). Additional planned tests also conﬁrmed a
context-dependent recall for stimuli c and d in the immediate
extinction (early recall) group (stimulus × context interaction:
F(1,24) = 8.44; P = 0.008) and the immediate extinction (late recall)
group (stimulus × context interaction: F(1,23) = 17.06; P < 0.001),
but not in the delayed extinction group (P > 0.14). Both immediate
groups indicated more stomach trouble for stimulus c in context A
compared to B (both Ps < 0.014), but not in context B (both Ps >
0.068); this pattern was not observed in the delayed extinction
group (both Ps > 0.12).
For stimuli a and b, a renewal effect was revealed (stimulus ×
context interaction: F(1,72) = 23.00; P < 0.001; main effect context:
F(1,72) = 11.10; P < 0.001; main effect stimulus: F(1,72) = 84.53; P < 0.001), whereas
context did not matter for b (P > 0.29),
higher stomach trouble predictions were
given for stimulus a in context A (acquisition context) compared to context B (extinction context; main effect context:
F(1,72) = 19.95; P < 0.001; cf. Fig. 3).
For stimuli e and f (serving as no
extinction control stimuli), only higher
stomach trouble predictions for e in comparison to f were observed during recall
(main effect stimulus: F(1,72) = 93.17; P <
0.001; cf. Fig. 4).
No further signiﬁcant main or interaction effects other than reported were
found for the recall phase.

Acquisition
Over the course of acquisition, participants learned to predict
stomach trouble to be associated with certain stimuli (a+, c+, e+),
but not with other stimuli (b−, d−, f−; stimulus × block interaction:
F(2.1,140.0) = 113.50; P < 0.001; main effect block: F(2.0,132.6) = 11.10;
P < 0.001; main effect stimulus: F(1,68) = 820.20; P < 0.001; cf. Fig.
1). No further main or interaction effects emerged (all other Ps >
0.067).

Extinction
Over the course of extinction, participants learned to predict that
stimuli previously coupled with stomach trouble (a−, c−) were
no longer associated with stomach trouble compared to stimuli still
not coupled with stomach trouble (b−, d−; stimulus × block interaction: F(2.1,149.5) = 29.28; P < 0.001; main effect block: F(2.2,158.4) =
118.45; P < 0.001; main effect stimulus: F(1,72) = 31.12; P < 0.001;
cf. Fig. 1).
In addition, contextual change (realized for stimuli a− and b−,
but not for stimuli c− and d−) modulated this effect (stimulus ×
block × context interaction: F(2.0,141.1) = 6.49; P = 0.002): post-hoc
tests indicated that this interaction was driven by stimuli b− and
d− (context × block interaction: F(2.0,141.9) = 6.62; P = 0.002; for
stimuli a− and c−: context × block interaction: P > 0.18). In particular, participants predicted more stomach trouble toward b− (undergoing a contextual change) compared to d− (not undergoing a
contextual change) only during the ﬁrst block of extinction

Figure 1. Mean (±SEM) percentage of stomach trouble predictions to critical stimuli across four blocks
(including two trials each) during acquisition (left) and extinction (right) across all three experimental
groups (no signiﬁcant group differences emerged). Stimuli were presented in context A or B and
were associated with stomach trouble (+) or not (−) during acquisition; during extinction, all critical
stimuli were no longer paired with stomach trouble (−). Stimulus a+ underwent a change in contingency
and context, stimulus c+ was subject to a change in contingency, and stimulus e+ was not presented
during extinction. The control stimulus b− underwent a change in context, stimulus d− did not
undergo any change, and stimulus f− was not shown during extinction. Successful learning of the contingencies of all stimuli was observed during acquisition. During extinction, the contingency and
outcome change was also successfully learned over time. In addition, participants predicted more
stomach trouble toward b− compared to d− during the ﬁrst block of extinction. (**) P < 0.01.
www.learnmem.org
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Discussion
The present study investigated the immediate extinction deﬁcit in humans in a
nonemotional task involving stimulus associations undergoing contextual and/or
contingency change during extinction.
Three experimental groups were created
with differences in the interval between
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ulus a (undergoing a change in contingency and outcome) or the
no extinction control stimulus e. On the one hand, the failure to
detect the immediate extinction deﬁcit for stimulus a (AB(AB) design) might be related to masking effects due to spontaneous recovery effects in the delayed extinction group. On the other hand,
arousal/stress might be necessary for the immediate extinction deficit to occur for AB(AB) designs, but not for AA(AB) designs, in
which no contextual change is realized between acquisition and
extinction.
In AA(AB) designs, the two experiences (acquisition and immediate versus delayed extinction) could be perceived as one
unique experience related to the ﬁrst association, which was
learned (association with stomach trouble). Thus, during recall,
the chance of interference of these two experiences with each other might be higher in AA(AB) designs compared to AB(AB) designs
(cf. temporal weighting model; Devenport 1998), independent of
the timing of extinction relative to acquisition. Eventually, the
immediate extinction deﬁcit should less likely emerge in AA(AB)
designs. Indeed, prior experiments reporting the immediate extinction deﬁcit usually applied AB(AB) fear conditioning designs
(Maren and Chang 2006, experiment 4; Alvarez et al. 2007;
Woods and Bouton 2008; Chang and Maren 2009, 2011; Huff
et al. 2009; Chang et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010; MacPherson et al.
2013; Hollis et al. 2016; Giustino et al. 2017), but not so often
AA(AB) designs (Maren and Chang 2006, experiments 1–3, 5;
Huff et al. 2009), for which the immediate extinction deﬁcit has
not been found reliably (Myers et al. 2006; Norrholm et al. 2008;
Schiller et al. 2008; Kim and Richardson 2009; Archbold et al.
2010; Golkar and Öhman 2012). On the contrary, some of these
studies even observed higher conditioned responding in the delayed compared to the immediate extinction group (Myers et al.
2006; Norrholm et al. 2008; Golkar and Öhman 2012) leading to

Figure 2. Mean (±SEM) percentage of stomach trouble predictions
during recall in contexts A and B, presented separately for the three
groups (immediate extinction [early recall]; immediate extinction [late
recall]; delayed extinction) and stimuli c and d not undergoing a
context change during extinction. During acquisition, stimulus c was associated with stomach trouble, while stimulus d was not paired with stomach
trouble. During extinction, both stimuli were no longer paired with
stomach trouble. Signiﬁcant group differences were observed for stimulus
c, for which participants in the immediate (early recall) indicated more
stomach trouble predictions compared to the delayed extinction group,
irrespective of the context. (*) P < 0.05. Additionally, both immediate extinction groups gave higher stomach trouble predictions toward stimulus
c in context A compared to context B. (*) P < 0.05, whereas this pattern
was not found for the delayed extinction group.

acquisition and extinction as well as between acquisition and recall.
Indeed, the immediate extinction deﬁcit emerged, which was however restricted to the stimulus not subject to a contextual change
during extinction (stimulus c). Thus, our current ﬁndings are in
large agreement with, but also extend beyond previous literature
on the immediate extinction deﬁcit in rodents (Maren and Chang
2006; Woods and Bouton 2008; Chang and Maren 2009, 2011;
Chang et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010; MacPherson et al. 2013;
Stafford et al. 2013; Hollis et al. 2016; Giustino et al. 2017; Singh
et al. 2018; but see Myers et al. 2006) and humans (Alvarez et al.
2007; Schiller et al. 2008; Huff et al. 2009; Merz et al. 2016; but
see Norrholm et al. 2008; Golkar and Öhman 2012).
For fear (and also appetitive) conditioning, it was proposed
that the remaining arousal or stress from the acquisition phase
impairs immediate extinction learning via high noradrenergic
and/or glucocorticoid signals inhibiting prefrontal functioning
(cf. Arnsten 2009) required for encoding and consolidation of extinction memories (Holmes and Wellman 2009; Maren 2014;
Merz et al. 2014; Giustino and Maren 2015; Maren and Holmes
2016; Giustino et al. 2017). For example, administration of the
stress hormone cortisol impaired extinction learning when given
before immediate extinction (Merz et al. 2014), but enhanced extinction learning when applied before delayed extinction in humans (Merz et al. 2018). However, the current ﬁndings do not
support this arousal/stress hypothesis, since the predictive learning task does not include any emotional component and also
did not increase activity of the sympathetic nervous system (measured with blood pressure), thus, no arousal or stress was initiated.
Nevertheless, we observed the immediate extinction deﬁcit for
stimulus c (undergoing a change in contingency), but not for stimwww.learnmem.org

Figure 3. Mean (±SEM) percentage of stomach trouble predictions
during recall in contexts A and B, presented separately for the three
groups (immediate extinction [early recall]; immediate extinction [late
recall]; delayed extinction) and stimuli a and b undergoing a context
change during extinction. During acquisition, stimulus a was associated
with stomach trouble, while stimulus b was not paired with stomach
trouble. During extinction, both stimuli were no longer paired with
stomach trouble. A renewal effect emerged indicated by higher stomach
trouble predictions toward stimulus a in context A compared to context
B. (***) P < 0.001. No group differences occurred for stimuli a and b indicating that stimuli undergoing a context change during extinction were
not subject to the immediate extinction deﬁcit.
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displayed higher stomach trouble predictions toward stimulus c
compared to the delayed extinction group, whereas no signiﬁcant
group difference emerged for the immediate extinction (late recall)
group. But if the acquisition–recall interval was indeed important,
recall data of the immediate extinction (early recall) group should
be signiﬁcantly different from the immediate extinction (late recall) group, which was not the case. Furthermore, the relevance
of the acquisition–recall interval seems limited, because both immediate extinction groups displayed a context-dependent reemergence of stomach trouble predictions for stimulus c, whereas
this effect was absent in the delayed extinction group as reported
before (Üngör and Lachnit 2008). Thus, the current results cannot
fully answer this question, but appear to be in contrast with
the assumption of a strong involvement of the acquisition–recall
interval in the occurrence of the immediate extinction deﬁcit. Nevertheless, future studies should more closely investigate the timing
between acquisition and recall, in particular in fear conditioning
designs.
Intriguingly during early extinction, contextual change led to
higher stomach trouble predictions for the stimulus never associated with stomach trouble (b−) compared to the control stimulus
with no contextual change (d−). A comparable contextual modulation has been observed before in the predictive learning task
(Kinner et al. 2016) and during immediate fear extinction, but
more related to skin conductance responses regarding the stimulus
previously coupled with the unconditioned stimulus (Sjouwerman
et al. 2015). These ﬁndings could be explained by the fact that participants might assume the context change to come along with a
contingency change as well. The rodent literature also concurs
with these results, at least regarding instrumental conditioning,
but not fear conditioning procedures (Bouton and Todd 2014).
Likewise, others could not ﬁnd an effect of contextual change on
fear extinction in humans (Effting and Kindt 2007; Dibbets et al.
2008; Neumann and Kitlertsirivatana 2010; Bandarian Balooch
and Neumann 2011). Thus, future research should ideally identify
relevant conditions (instrumental versus classical conditioning; rodents versus humans, etc.) for the reported context switch to occur.
Indeed, the predictive learning task represents a neutral task
not involving emotional responses suitable to test the current hypothesis. However, it does not include a physical unconditioned
stimulus (such as an electrical stimulation) typically used in fear
conditioning experiments, for which the immediate extinction
deﬁcit has been observed as delineated above. Future studies could
address this issue by including a nonaversive stimulus such as a
vibrotactile stimulation (e.g., Hamm and Vaitl 1996).
In conclusion, the immediate extinction deﬁcit emerged in
the present study even in the absence of fear acquisition-related
arousal or stress. However, it was restricted to a stimulus not undergoing a contextual change during extinction pointing to the
importance of contextual embedding of critical stimuli for the immediate extinction deﬁcit to occur. After a context change from acquisition to extinction, the immediate extinction deﬁcit was not
found, providing indirect evidence for the assumption that the remaining arousal/stress from the acquisition phase in fear conditioning studies might be involved in the emergence of the
immediate extinction deﬁcit (Maren 2014). Future studies should
disentangle boundary conditions for the immediate extinction
deﬁcit to occur, the present study strongly argues for the importance of contextual cues.

Figure 4. Mean (±SEM) percentage of stomach trouble predictions
during recall in contexts A and B, presented separately for the three
groups (immediate extinction [early recall]; immediate extinction [late
recall]; delayed extinction) and stimuli e and f, which were not presented
during extinction. During acquisition, stimulus e was associated with
stomach trouble, while stimulus f was not paired with stomach trouble.
Higher stomach trouble predictions were given toward stimulus e compared to stimulus f, irrespective of the context (***) P < 0.001. No group
differences occurred for stimuli e and f.

the assumption that immediate extinction might erase the original
fear memory trace. This discrepancy might be resolved by taking
context into account: future studies should directly compare immediate and delayed extinction in AA(AB) and AB(AB) designs
(cf. Huff et al. 2009) to have a closer look at contextual inﬂuences.
The contextual change during extinction might serve as a
strong cue that a new association might be established in contrast
to a situation with no contextual change. In addition to the critical
role of the infralimbic cortex (Chang et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010;
Singh et al. 2018) and the basolateral amygdala (Giustino et al.
2017) for the immediate extinction deﬁcit, contextual processing
of critical stimuli in the hippocampus (Maren et al. 2013) could
thus represent a reasonable mechanism for the reported differential effects to be characterized in future efforts. Similarly, the
interrelationship between stimuli and contexts could be explored
further to gain more insights into the underlying mechanisms.
For example, cue competition effects such as overshadowing
(Pavlov 1927; Kaufman and Bolles 1981) might play a role in the
occurrence of the immediate extinction deﬁcit. Since stimuli and
contexts were both paired with a speciﬁc outcome during acquisition and extinction, but not presented separately from each other,
possible overshadowing effects cannot be tested in the current design. In the future, overshadowing could be investigated to test if
the stimuli or the contexts (or both) are associated with the immediate extinction deﬁcit.
One strength of the present study consists in the addition of a
further immediate extinction group undergoing the recall test 48 h
after acquisition and immediate extinction (in contrast to the standard immediate extinction group tested 24 h later and comparable
to the acquisition–recall delay in the delayed extinction group).
This approach allowed us to test if the delay between acquisition
and recall plays an additional role in the immediate extinction deficit. The overall analyses assumed the acquisition–recall interval to
be relevant since only the immediate extinction (early recall) group
www.learnmem.org

Materials and Methods
Participants
In total, 39 men and 39 women (aged 19–37; mean age ± SD: 25.2 ±
4.0 yr) were recruited via email announcements, ﬂyers at the
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university or personal address. Most of them were students, ﬁve
participants were self-employed or working at the university. In a
telephone interview, the following exclusion criteria were checked:
age outside the range of 18–40 yr, chronic or acute illnesses, history
of psychiatric or neurological treatment, drug use or regular intake
of medicine, and current pregnancy. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. In addition, participants were instructed to refrain from consumption of food 1 h prior to each experimental day.
Participants received an explanation of the procedure, signed
the informed consent form and ﬁlled out questionnaires regarding
demographic data. After ﬁnishing the predictive learning task
(spread over 2 or 3 d; cf. section “Predictive learning task”), they
were reimbursed with 20E for their participation and received additional information regarding the aim of the study. All procedures
were in line with the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by
the local ethics committee.

by no stomach trouble during the extinction phase, with a shift to
context B related to stimulus b, whereas no context shift occurred
for stimulus d. Stimuli e and f served as no extinction control stimuli and were not presented during extinction.
For acquisition and extinction respectively, in total eight
stimuli were presented eight times each (total duration of each
phase: about 10 min). Additional stimuli g to l were trained in
order to make overall learning more difﬁcult and to balance
stomach trouble outcomes within each context (Hamacher-Dang
et al. 2013a,b; Lissek et al. 2013; Meir Drexler et al. 2017; cf.
Table 1). Trial order was randomized within four blocks, whereas
each block contained two presentations of all stimuli of the respective learning phase. Presentation order was randomized within
each block.
During the recall phase, memory for six stimulus–outcome
associations (a, b, c, d, e, and f) was tested in both contexts, this
time without feedback (total duration: about 7 min). Each stimulus occurred four times in each context (in sum 48 trials, cf.
Table 1). The resulting 12 stimulus–context combinations were
randomized in two blocks containing two stimulus presentations
in each context. In addition, stimulus and context allocation
was also randomized for each participant, but matched between
the three experimental groups (cf. section Allocation to the experimental groups).

Predictive learning task
Participants were instructed to imagine being a doctor of a patient
who occasionally suffers from stomach trouble after having meals
in his two favorite restaurants. The experiment encompassed an acquisition phase, an extinction phase, and a recall test. Table 1 depicts the training schedule of the experiment.
During the acquisition phase, stimuli a+ and c+ in context A
and stimulus e+ in context B were each paired with the outcome
of stomach trouble (+), while no stomach trouble (−) followed
each of the stimuli b− and d− in context A and stimulus f− in context B. At the start of each trial, a picture of one of eight food stimuli
(vegetables and fruits, e.g., cucumber or cherries) was shown on a
computer screen for 3 sec in one of two contexts (differing in the
color of the frame and the restaurant name, “the bell” versus
“the dragon,” surrounding the respective food stimulus). Within
a response time window of 2.5 sec, participants had to predict
whether their patient will or will not experience stomach trouble
after having eaten this food. On the bottom of the screen, the question “Do you expect that the patient will experience stomach trouble” was superimposed with the possible answer options “yes” and
“no,” which could be chosen by pressing the corresponding button on the keyboard. Feedback with the correct answer was displayed afterwards for another 2.5 sec either in green color for
correct predictions or in red color for wrong predictions or missing
responses. In the inter-trial interval, a white ﬁxation cross was
shown on a black screen for 1 sec.
During the extinction phase, four of the stimuli presented
during the acquisition phase were shown again, but differed
concerning contextual embedding or outcome (see Table 1).
Particularly, stimuli a and c were no longer associated with stomach trouble during the extinction phase. The change in outcome
contingency took place in the original context A for stimulus c
or was accompanied by a contextual change to context B in case
of stimulus a. In contrast, stimuli b and d continued to be followed

Table 1.

Allocation to the experimental groups
Men and women were equally and randomly assigned to one of
three different groups (each group comprises 13 men and 13 women, respectively) differing in the time between acquisition, extinction, and recall (cf. Table 2): The immediate extinction group (early
recall) underwent acquisition and immediate extinction on 1 d, recall took place 24 ± 2 h later. For the immediate extinction group
(late recall), acquisition and immediate extinction was also scheduled on 1 d, but recall was tested 48 ± 2 h later. For the delayed extinction group, all experimental phases took place on separate
days: after acquisition on a ﬁrst day, participants underwent extinction 24 ± 2 h later and recall was scheduled 24 ± 2 h after
extinction.

Blood pressure
Systolic and diastolic blood pressure was measured as indicators of
activation of the sympathetic nervous system. The cuff of the
Dinamap vital signs monitor (Critikon, Tampa, FL) was placed
on participants’ left upper arm. Measurements were taken at the
beginning and the end of each experimental day, i.e., for the immediate extinction groups before and after acquisition (corresponding to before extinction) as well as after extinction on day
1 and before and after recall. For the delayed extinction group,
blood pressure was measured before and after acquisition, extinction, and recall, respectively.

Design of the predictive learning task

(a)
Context A
Context B
Trials per stimulus
(b)
Stimuli a and b
Stimuli c and d
Stimuli e and f

Acquisition

Extinction

Recall

a+, b−, c+, d−
e+, f−,g+, h−
8

c−, d−, i+, j+
a−, b−, k+, l+
8

a, b, c, d, e, f
a, b, c, d, e, f
4

Context A
Context A
Context B

Context B
Context A
Not shown

Context A + B
Context A + B
Context A + B

(a) Letters a–l represent different food stimuli presented during acquisition, extinction, and recall; symbols indicate the feedback given to the participant (+
causes stomach trouble, − does not cause stomach trouble; feedback was omitted during recall). The critical stimuli a, c, and e as well as the corresponding
control stimuli b, d, and f are highlighted in bold. (b) To test for AB(AB) renewal, stimuli a+ and b− were presented in context A during acquisition, in context B
during extinction, and in context A and context B during recall. Stimuli c+ and d− were presented in context A during acquisition and extinction as well as in
context A and context B during recall. Stimuli e+ and f− (only shown in context B during acquisition) served as no extinction control stimuli, they were presented
during recall in context A and contrasted with context B.
www.learnmem.org
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Table 2.

Allocation to the groups
Day 1

Immediate extinction (early recall)
Immediate extinction (late recall)
Delayed extinction

Day 2

Acquisition, extinction
Acquisition, extinction
Acquisition

Day 3

Recall
Extinction

Recall
Recall

After immediate extinction, recall took place either 24 h later or 48 h later. In the delayed extinction group, extinction was scheduled 24 h after acquisition and
24 h before recall.
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Bouton ME. 2002. Context, ambiguity, and unlearning: sources of relapse
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